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When a laser beam is absorbed in a semi-transparent material, a volume acoustic source is created

owing to penetration of the laser beam inside the material and to thermoelastic transduction. Many

experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted to better understand this ultrasound

generation process with normal laser light incidence on the material surface. The purpose of this

paper is to analyze the effects of the asymmetry caused by oblique incidence of a laser line source on

the generation of acoustic waves in semi-transparent isotropic materials. Experiments on a glass plate

demonstrate that such an obliquely incident laser light strongly affects bulk acoustic waves genera-

tion. Compressional and shear waves are enhanced and the loss of symmetry of the acoustic source

causes asymmetrical behavior of the acoustic waves. Surprisingly, compressional-wave amplitude

decreases whereas shear-wave amplitude increases in the region where the electromagnetic energy is

refracted. This feature is explained by semi-analytical calculations. VC 2011 Acoustical Society of
America. [DOI: 10.1121/1.3658384]

PACS number(s): 43.35.Sx, 43.38.Zp, 43.35.Cg [JDM] Pages: 3691–3697

I. INTRODUCTION

The idea of producing sound with light drawn up in

18801 has showed a renewed interest with the emergence of

lasers in the early 1960s.2 Nowadays, the broad range of laser

sources in terms of wavelength, peak power, repetition rate,

and pulse duration provides a wide set of possible acoustic

sources. Following the first quantitative approaches,3 more

detailed investigations have been undertaken to characterize

more precisely the laser source. Theoretical and experimental

aspects of the generation mechanism have been extensively

studied.4 Effects of the optical penetration of the source,5 of

the thermal diffusion,6 or of diffraction7 on acoustic wave

generation are well-known. A laser beam focused to a point is

usually used for most practical applications. However, it has

been pointed out that the use of a laser line source, rather than

a point, could enhance wave directivity8 or increase signal-

to-noise ratio.9 In addition, considering a laser line source

eliminates some mathematical complexity in the modeling

owing to the symmetry of the source. The first model involv-

ing a laser line source was developed to obtain directivity pat-

terns of laser-generated compressional and shear waves.10 All

the modeling and experiments above-mentioned considered a

normal incidence of the laser beam illuminating the sample.

Due to the non-contact feature of the technique and to

the broad range of frequencies generated, applications to

nondestructive material characterization using bulk, surface

or guided waves11,12 are very attractive. Evaluation of physi-

cal properties such as shear or tensile stiffness coefficients of

an elastic medium can be carried out. To obtain the shear

stiffness coefficients, it is mandatory to generate both com-

pressional and shear waves. When the laser spot width at the

sample surface, i.e., the opto-acoustic source width, is small

with respect to the generated wavelength, acoustic scattering

occurs and yields to the generation of both compressional

and shear waves.13,14 For materials where the optical pene-

tration is small, typically in the nm range for metals, wave-

length larger than the opto-acoustic source width can be

obtained with ns pulse duration or longer. In the reverse

case, contribution of laser heating below the surface must be

accounted for. In an infinite medium, the transient laser heat-

ing yields a thermal source of expansion that cannot generate

shear waves. When this source lies below the surface of a

half space mode conversion of the laser-generated compres-

sional waves obliquely incident on the surface contributes to

shear-wave generation. Sharp focusing of laser has been

demonstrated to create diffracting shear waves with a wide

wave-vector spectrum in the GHz frequency range using fs

laser pulses.15 It was shown recently that a laser-induced

grating could also serve selecting some of the so-generated

oblique shear-wave vectors.16 In the case of wider sources,

where the generated compressional waves are normally inci-

dent on the surface, asymmetric boundary conditions can be

used to create shear acoustic waves. For example mode-

conversion at an isotropic-anisotropic interface17 or genera-

tion of plane shear waves by laser heating of an anisotropic

medium18 can be used.

In millimetric absorbing plates illuminated with a focused

laser beam, typically with nanosecond pulse duration and focal

spot of tens of microns, shear acoustic waves are diffracted

from the source. The loss of symmetry of the thermoelastic vol-

ume source could help enhancing and controlling shear-wave

generation. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the effects

on acoustic waves of the asymmetry caused by oblique inci-

dence of a laser line source focused on isotropic plates. Section

II presents a qualitative description of the oblique laser

incidence influence on the laser-generated acoustic waves.
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Acoustic diffraction from an asymmetric thermoelastic source

is modeled with a semi-analytical approach using a spatiotem-

poral Fourier transform. In Sec. III we will demonstrate both

theoretically and experimentally that such an obliquely incident

source strongly affects bulk waves generation in a glass plate.

Effects on the shape and on the amplitude of the compressional

and shear waves will be analyzed.

II. MODELING OF OBLIQUE THERMOELASTIC
GENERATION

The sample is an isotropic parallel-sided plate made of

colored glass of thickness h. It is obliquely illuminated by a

line-focused laser beam. Let x1 be the direction normal to

the illuminated surface and hi the angle of incidence formed

by x1 and the incident optical wave vector ki [see Fig. 1(a)].

x2 and x3 are completing the Euclidian base, and x3 denotes

the direction of the laser line source. The lateral size a of the

laser beam along axis x2 is the full width at half maximum

(FWHM) of the Gaussian distribution of the laser intensity.

Since the extension along x3 of the laser line source is by

hundred times larger than a, the problem is two-dimensional

in the plane normal to the laser line direction x3.

The depth at which a laser beam penetrates into a mate-

rial depends on the wavelength of the laser light and on the

nature of the material itself. The transmitted beam location

also depends on the laser beam path after its refraction upon

transmission through the surface of the sample. The material

is heated within the volume defined by the penetration depth

n and the area of the free surface illuminated by the laser

beam, depending on a. This local rise of temperature creates

a finite volume source of expansion and compressional

acoustic waves are thereby generated. Considering a laser

delivering nanosecond pulses, the width of the laser line on

the surface is usually about a few tens of microns. In experi-

ments involving nanosecond laser pulses, the characteristic

frequency of the laser-generated acoustic waves is typically

of the order of the inverse of the laser pulse duration sL.

However, if n is much larger than the propagating distance

of the compressional waves of velocity VC during sL,
n� sLVC, the characteristic frequency of laser-generated

acoustic waves will be related to n rather than sL.19 The glass

material under the scope of this paper satisfies this condition

and the characteristic angular frequency is thus xc¼ 2pVC/n.

A limiting condition for the diffraction of compressional and

shear acoustic waves to occur, neglecting diffusion, is that

the lateral width of the acoustic source a be such that

k2Sa< 1, where k2S denotes the wave number of the shear

mode along the interface.20 This condition imposes that

n> a for shear acoustic waves to be diffracted by the source.

To analyze the propagation of the compressional and

shear acoustic waves versus the angle of incidence hi, a two-

dimensional semi-analytical model is presented. The calcula-

tion scheme to compute the solution of the wave equation is

based on that detailed in Ref. 20. Let us briefly describe this

model.

The laser generation of ultrasound is modeled with the

partially coupled Fourier heat diffusion equation and elastic

wave equation. Thermal heat diffusion is neglected since the

time scale of the diffusion is much larger than that of wave

propagation. Thus, the heat equation reduces to a simple

form:

qCP
@T

@t
x1; x2; tð Þ ¼ Q x1; x2; tð Þ; (1)

where q, Cp, T, and Q denote the density, the specific heat,

the temperature, and the power density absorbed by the sam-

ple, respectively. The wave equation with an internal force

resulting from the localized heating by the laser light is writ-

ten as:

$ � C½ � : $uð Þ � q
@2u

@t2
¼ C½ � : a½ �$T; (2)

where u, [C], and [a] stand for the displacement vector, the

stiffness tensor, and the thermal dilatation tensor, respec-

tively. For given boundary conditions, the solution of the

wave equation is calculated analytically using a double Fou-

rier transform in time t and space x2. The corresponding dual

Fourier variables are the pulsation x and the component k2

of the acoustic wave vector k.

The change in the source term Q of the heat equation

caused by the oblique incidence of the laser beam is now

detailed. The incident laser beam is first modeled as a mono-

chromatic electromagnetic plane wave of angular frequency

xopt. The incident electric field Ei is polarized in the plane

(x1, x2):

Ei ¼ Ak sin hix1 � cos hix2ð Þe�j xoptt�kirð Þ; (3)

with ki¼ ki (coshix1þ sinhix2). t, r, and A|| are the time,

position vector, and the amplitude of Ei, respectively. The

optical reflection of the laser beam at the second interface of

the sample (x1¼ h) is not considered since the optical pene-

tration depth is less than the thickness of the sample. The

absorption of the transmitted wave in the material is modeled

by a complex optical wave vector kt
*. Optical phase continu-

ity at the illuminated interface imposes that kt
*.x2 is real.

The index of refraction n*¼ nþ jj is complex in the sample

and the law of refraction sin hi¼ n* sin hi thus implies that

the angle of refraction ht is complex too.

The local law of conservation of the electromagnetic

energy relates the divergence of the optical Poynting vector to

the electromagnetic power density. It leads to the following
FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Geometry of the problem. Initial power density

calculated for (b) hi¼ 0� and (c) hi¼ 45�.
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expression of the power density for the electromagnetic plane

wave considered:

Q x1ð Þ ¼ b htð ÞK htð ÞI0e�b htð Þx1 8x1 � 0; (4)

b(ht)¼ 2Im(kt
* cos ht) is the inverse of the optical skin depth

n(ht), increasing with hi. I0 is the incident intensity of the

laser beam. K is defined as K htð Þ ¼ Re n� cos htð Þ C� htð Þj j2
with n� the complex conjugate of n* and C* (ht) the complex

optical transmission coefficient in amplitude through the air-

solid interface.

To model a Gaussian incident beam, the power density

expressed in Eq. (4) must be modified. The following for-

malism is based on the assumption that the power density

retains its lateral Gaussian profile upon oblique transmission

through the interface of the absorbing medium. The validity

of this assumption is discussed in Sec. III of the paper. The

source term Q in Eq. (2) is thus:

Q x1; x2; tð Þ ¼ b htð ÞK htð ÞI0e�b htð Þx1

	 g x1; x2ð Þf tð Þ 8x1 � 0; (5)

where K is modified compared to Eq. (4) to account for

Gaussian beam transmission.21 Function f stands for the nor-

malized Gaussian time distribution of intensity. Function g
stands for the normalized Gaussian lateral distribution of

intensity:

g x1; x2ð Þ ¼ G �x1 sin hR
t þ x2 cos hR

t

� �
; (6)

where hR
t ¼ arcsin (sin hi/n) is the refraction angle calculated

from the real part of the refraction index n. For a non-zero

incidence angle, the lateral Gaussian distribution depends on

both space variables x1 and x2. Upon normal incidence, the

dependency on x1 vanishes. G is a Gaussian function defined

as:

GðyÞ ¼ 2

a

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln 2

p

r
e�4 ln 2y2=a2

: (7)

Thus, the spatial Fourier transform of g, denoted by ~g, is

merely:

~g x1; k2ð Þ ¼ ~G
k2

cos hR
t

 !
ejk2x1 tan hR

t

cos hR
t

�� �� ; (8)

where ~Gðk2= cos hR
t Þ is also a Gaussian function of k2 and

expðjk2x2 tan hR
t Þ=jcos hR

t j is the spatial Fourier transform of

the delta function dð�x1 cos hR
t þ x2 sin hR

t Þ� In the above

notation and in the remainder, the grapheme tilde denotes

the spatial Fourier transform on x2 only. The localization of

the source along the refraction direction defined by equation

x2¼ x1 tanhR
t is well described by this modeling. Power den-

sity mappings at t¼ 0 are shown in Fig. 1 for a pulse dura-

tion of 8 ns and a FWHM of 0.1 mm. Figures 1(b) and 1(c)

show results for a normal incidence configuration and for an

oblique incidence configuration with hi¼ 45� corresponding

to hR
t 
29� (in the remainder, only hi¼ 45� is considered),

respectively. When hi¼ 45� the location of the source is

along the refracted direction and is no longer symmetrical

with respect to axis x1. This loss of symmetry of the source

caused by the oblique incidence is the origin of the photoa-

coustic effects discussed in this paper.

Let us now consider the variation of the temperature gradi-

ent $T since it contains the space dependency of the source

term in the wave equation [Eq. (2)]. The initial amplitude of

the spatial Fourier transform of each projection f$T� xp of $T in

the direction p¼ {1, 2} is calculated for x1¼ 0. Quantities

Kp k2; htð Þ ¼ jf$T � xp=bKI0jx1¼0;h¼hi
are plotted in Figs. 2(a)

and 2(b) versus k2 for hi¼ 0� and for hi¼ 45�. The denomina-

tor in Kp compensates for changes in the absorbed power due

to incidence. As mentioned previously, the characteristic angu-

lar frequency xc hið Þ ¼ 2pb hið ÞVC of the compressional waves

of velocity VC is imposed by the inverse of the optical skin

depth b(hi). The characteristic wavenumber is then defined by

kcðhiÞ ¼ xcðhiÞ=VC:
We compare both incidence configurations hi¼ 0� and

hi¼ 45� at the same characteristic pulsation xc (hi¼ 0�). xc

increases with hi owing to its dependency on the angle of

incidence through b(hi). kc (hi) thus increases with increasing

incidence.

The vertical lines in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) denote the wave-

number threshold klim
2 ¼ xc=VS beyond which generated

shear waves of angular frequency xc and velocity VS are

evanescent. Only the generation of propagating shear waves

corresponding to k2 2 0; klim
2

� �
is discussed in the following.

Figure 2(a) shows that the gradient projection on axis x1 is

greatly enhanced for hi¼ 45� compared to hi¼ 0�. To

discuss this result, consider the solution ~T of Eq. (1) in the

Fourier domain, proportional to:

~T / ~G k2=cos hR
t

� �
exp �bþ jk2 tan hR

t

� �
x1

� �
: (9)

The derivation of Eq. (9) with respect to x1 yields:

K1/ $ ~T �x1

�� ��
x1¼0
/ �bþ jk2 tanhR

t

� �
~G

k2

coshR
t

 !�����
�����: (10)

K1 increases with k2 when the incidence is oblique, i.e.,

hR
t 6¼ 0, as long as the fall due to the Gaussian function ~G is

FIG. 2. Normalized projection of f$T on (a) x1 and (b) x2 vs. k2 for hi¼ 0�

(dashed) and hi¼ 45� (solid) at x¼xc (hi¼ 0�). The vertical line stands

for k2
lim.
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not large enough to compensate the rise caused by k2 tan hR
t .

It appears in Fig. 2(b) that the maximum of K2 is shifted for

oblique incidence configuration due to the term cos hR
t in the

Gaussian function ~G [see Eq. (9)]. The derivation on x2 does

not introduce additional dependency on hi since it is a prod-

uct by the quantity –jk2 in the Fourier domain. Thus a simple

shift of the maximum is observed for K2 due to a change in

the width of the Gaussian function ~G. At a given frequency,

this result demonstrates that the magnitude of the source

term of the wave equation is increased for k2= 0. Shear

waves generation being related to wavenumbers k2= 0,

shear waves generation should be enhanced when the inci-

dence is oblique.

To localize the enhancement of shear-wave generation in

the plane (x1, x2), consider the following illustration. The vol-

ume source of expansion is reduced to a homogeneous infinite

line of expansion corresponding to the refraction direction

and the sample is considered as a half-space. In an infinite me-

dium, this acoustic source would generate two plane compres-

sional waves propagating normally to the direction of the line

load with opposite directions. The wave propagating with a

positive component k2 of the wavenumber along x2 is called

the “propagating wave” and the wave propagating with a neg-

ative component k2 of the wavenumber along x2 is called

“counter-propagating wave.” Since the medium is semi-

infinite, the presence of the interface can lead to mode conver-

sion. For positive values of the refractive angle, the counter-

propagating wave is propagating away from the sample sur-

face (k1> 0) whereas the propagating wave is propagating

towards the surface (k1< 0). Thus the propagating wave can

be mode-converted into shear waves upon reflection on the

interface. So an enhancement of shear-wave amplitudes for

x2> 0 and a decrease for x2< 0 is expected with respect to

the situation where hi¼ 0�. The more the conversion from

compressional to shear waves, the larger the fall in

compressional-wave amplitude should be. The asymmetrical

effect on the compressional-wave amplitude is therefore

expected to be opposite to that on shear-wave amplitude.

III. CALCULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A Q-switched Nd:YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet) laser

with a repetition rate of 50 Hz is focused on the front surface

(x1¼ 0) of a NG1 Schott glass sample. The relevant physical

properties22,23 of the sample are summarized in Table I. The

laser delivers 20 mJ pulses of duration 
8 ns. The fluctuation

of laser light energy remains within 5%. A cylindrical lens of

focal length 150 mm is used to form the laser line source.

A setup composed of moveable mirrors allows displace-

ment of the source along the surface in a direction normal to

the line source (Fig. 3). A motorized goniometer is used to

control the incidence angle of the laser beam on the sample

surface. The distance between the cylindrical lens and the

sample is adjusted to ensure that the sample is positioned in

the Rayleigh zone of the Gaussian beam.

A doubled CW Nd:YAG laser interferometer is focused

to a point at the rear surface of the sample (x1¼ h) to mea-

sure the normal component of surface displacements. Shear

waves have a nonzero displacement component in the direc-

tion normal to the plate surface7 that can be measured by

laser interferometry. The interferometer includes a band-

pass filter operating between 20 kHz and 45 MHz. As shown

in Fig. 3, the angle hobs between axis x1 and the source-

receiver direction defines the observation angle.

The normal component of the acoustic displacement is

measured for several hobs with step 
2� for both normal and

hi¼ 45� incidences. The experimental signals are plotted

with respect to time t and to source-receiver distance x2 (see

Fig. 3) in Fig. 4. Signals are normalized with respect to the

maximum amplitude measured for x2¼ 0. The black dotted

line C indicates the arrival time of the compressional waves

generated at the free surface, estimated from the sound ve-

locity. The white dotted line S indicates the estimated arrival

time of the shear waves, and the white dotted line 3C indi-

cates the estimated arrival time of the compressional echo

reflected twice on the plate boundaries without mode-

conversion. Arrows (1) and (2) point out asymmetric fea-

tures detailed in the following.

In Fig. 5, the superimposition of experimental and cal-

culated signals is presented for two symmetric positions of

the receiver, x2¼60.75 mm (vertical dashed line in Fig. 4),

for both configurations. The first compressional pulse C has

a monopolar shape. The exponentially increasing part results

from waves generated in the heated volume inside the sam-

ple and propagating toward the detection point. Reflection at

the free surface without mode conversion yields the asym-

metrical decrease of the compressive pulse. The compressive

wave generated in this heated volume are also reflected with

TABLE I. Mechanical, thermal and optical properties of Schott NG1 glass.

The density q and the thickness h are measured. The stiffness coefficients

C11 ¼ qV2
C and C66 ¼ qV2

S are calculated from the measured compressional-

wave and shear-wave velocities: VC and VS, respectively.

Value

Thickness (mm) h 1.36

Stiffness coefficient (GPa) C11 66.91

Stiffness coefficient (GPa) C66 23.24

Density (g/cm3) q 2.44

Specific heata (J/kg.K) Cp 840

Refractive indexb n 1.51

Absorption coefficientb j 3.74 10�4

Optical penetration depthb (mm) n 0.23

Thermal expansionb (K�1) a 6.6 10�6

aReference 22.
bReference 23.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Experimental setup.
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mode conversion at the free surface, giving rise to shear

waves revealed by the first negative step S in the waveforms.

Echoes result from successive reflections with or without

mode conversion in the plate. Good agreement is observed

between the simulation (dashed lines) and the experimental

(solid lines) signals in terms of arrival time and shape. How-

ever, slight discrepancies between experimental and theoreti-

cal baselines appear because of the low-pass filtering by the

laser interferometer.

Zoom-in on the first compressive pulse of each wave-

forms plotted in Fig. 5 are plotted in Fig. 6. Owing to symme-

try, the first compressional pulse C retains the same shape for

x2¼�0.75 mm and x2¼ 0.75 mm for hi¼ 0�. However, the

normal displacement at t¼ 0.2 ls (vertical dashed line in

Fig. 6) clearly shows that the rise time of the C pulse differs

for symmetric probe positions in the oblique incidence config-

uration. To analyze this striking feature, consider the penetrat-

ing acoustic source as a continuous sum of point sources of

expansion distributed along the refracted direction, from the

surface (point of expansion O, see Fig. 3) to a distance equal

to the optical penetration depth n(ht) (point of expansion P,

see Fig. 3). The rise time sC of the compressional waves is

calculated as a function of x2 . sc is defined as the difference

between the times of flight of plane waves propagating from

the point source the farthest to the observation point M and of

plane waves propagating from the point source the nearest to

M. The detailed expression of sC is given in the appendix.

Figure 7 shows the calculated rise time sC versus x2 for nor-

mal and oblique configurations for the Schott NG1 glass sam-

ple. In both cases, the rise time on both sides of x2¼ 0 tends

to the same limit sl
C ¼ n htð Þ sin hR

t =VC when the observation

point is far enough from the source. The rise time is symmet-

ric with respect to x2¼ 0 for hi¼ 0�, whereas it is not symmet-

ric any more in the oblique incidence case. The minimum rise

time for hi¼ 45� corresponds to a position of the observation

point M equidistant from O and P. The maximum rise time is

reached when M belongs to the refraction direction (OP),

FIG. 4. (Color online) Normalized normal displacement measured at the rear-

surface for hi¼ 45� vs. time and source-receiver position. The dotted lines

labeled with C, S and 3C stand for the theoretical arrival time of compressional

wave, shear wave and compressional echo reflected twice without mode-

conversion, respectively. Arrows (1) and (2) point out asymmetrical behaviors.

The black rectangles limit the zones where shear-wave amplitudes are extracted.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Experimental (solid) and simulated (dashed) normal dis-

placement at two symmetric positions x2¼�0.75 mm (down) and x2¼ 0.75 mm

(up) on the rear surface of the plate for (a) hi¼ 0� and (b) hi¼ 45�. The insets in

(b) show measurement of compressional-wave and shear-wave amplitude.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Zoom-in on the first compressive pulse for both posi-

tions x2¼�0.75 mm and x2¼ 0.75 mm and both source orientations hi¼ 0�

and hi¼ 45�.

FIG. 7. Rise time of compressional waves vs. position at the rear surface of the

plate for hi¼ 0� (dashed) and hi¼ 45� (solid). The horizontal line stands for sl
C.
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suggesting that the measurement of this maximum could pro-

vide a good approximation of the refraction angle. In the

oblique incidence configuration, the rise time is larger for

detection positions on the side where the source is refracted,

x2> 0 for hR
t > 0. This explains the asymmetry in pulse C

pointed out in Fig. 6, also shown by the arrow (1) in Fig. 4.

Compressional-wave and shear-wave amplitudes are meas-

ured from the waveforms as the differences between local max-

ima and minima (see insets in Fig. 5). The shear-wave

amplitude at observation point x2¼ 0.75 mm is larger than at

observation point x2¼�0.75 mm for hi¼ 45�, whereas it is

unchanged on both sides of x2¼ 0 in the normal incidence case.

To further compare compressional-wave and shear-

wave amplitudes on both sides of x2¼ 0, experimental and

simulated normalized pulse amplitudes are plotted in Fig. 8

in polar coordinates with respect to the observation angle

hobs for both configurations. For each configuration, the sig-

nals are normalized by the compressional-wave amplitude

for hobs¼ 0�. This normalization compensates for the loss in

power density due to oblique optical transmission. For obser-

vation points close to x2¼ 0, both wave contributions are

almost superimposed, the thickness of the sample being too

small to provide sufficiently different times of flight. More-

over, since compressional waves are the fastest to reach far-

ther observation points, shear waves S are competing with

multiple reflections of the compressional waves with or

without conversion (3C for example, see Fig. 4). Thus shear-

wave amplitudes are measured only for observation points

where no competition takes place. The corresponding zones

of interest for the extraction of shear-wave amplitudes are

shown in Fig. 4 with black rectangles. Although amplitude

measurements are obtained for signals resulting from the

normal displacement only, this representation can be thought

as directivity patterns of the acoustic source for a half space.

Good agreement between amplitudes calculated with experi-

mental and simulated signals is observed and validates the

chosen power density model [see Eq. (5)]. Slight differences

between calculated shear-wave amplitudes and measured

counterparts, appearing in Figs. 8(a) and 8(c), are probably

due to the way amplitudes are extracted. The discrepancy is

larger for the left lobe in Fig. 8(c) because of the weak gen-

eration of shear waves for hobs< 0� as previously pointed

out for oblique incidence.

In Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), representing the normal incidence

configuration, shear-wave and compressional-wave ampli-

tudes are symmetric with respect to hobs¼ 0�. Previous stud-

ies24 have demonstrated that the larger the source width is,

the more directional the compressional waves are. The actual

value of the source width a¼ 50 lm, a typical value in nano-

second experiments, is determined by fitting experimental

data with simulation results.

For hi¼ 45�, the value of a¼ 85 lm is also determined

by fitting experimental data. The change with respect to the

previous value of a is due to the oblique incidence of the laser

beam. In Fig. 8(c), the loss of symmetry for hi¼ 45� is strik-

ing. As expected, amplitudes of shear waves generated by

mode conversion upon oblique incidence are larger

for hobs> 0 (x2> 0) than for hobs< 0 (x2< 0). In Fig. 8(d), the

compressional-wave lobe is asymmetric. Amplitudes decrease

for hobs> 0 and are enhanced for hobs< 0. Thus, for hi¼ 45�

the effect on the compressional-wave amplitudes is opposite

to that on shear-wave amplitudes, as predicted previously.

IV. CONCLUSION

As shown by the calculations in Sec. II and confirmed by

the experimental results, compressional and shear waves can

be enhanced for oblique incidence of the laser source. The loss

of symmetry of the acoustic source causes asymmetrical

behavior of acoustic waves: shear-wave amplitude is increasing

in the region where compressional-wave amplitude is decreas-

ing and vice versa. Experimental and theoretical results pro-

mote the feasibility of the selection of specific bulk acoustic

modes by tuning adequately the incidence angle of the source.

Following these results, fine measurements of the

compressional-wave rise time for a set of source-receiver

position should provide a good assessment of the refraction

angle. Simultaneous measurement of the real part of the

index of refraction and of acoustic properties of the material

should be achieved. In addition performing such experiments

on thinner plates or on less absorbing materials should help

investigating a possible selection or enhancement of a spe-

cific Lamb mode, similarly to what can be achieved using

transducer-based techniques.25

APPENDIX

The rise time of compressional waves is

sC xobs
2

� �
¼

max OM½ �; MP½ �ð Þ� MH½ �
VC

; if x2 2 xmin
2 ; xmax

2

� �
;

MP½ � � OM½ �j j
VC

; if x2 62 xmin
2 ; xmax

2

� �
;

8>><>>:FIG. 8. (Color online) Amplitudes of (a) shear and (b) compressional waves

for hi¼ 0� and amplitudes of (c) shear and (d) compressional waves for

hi¼ 45� are plotted as a function of hobs for both simulated (solid) and

experimental (dots) results.
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where O, P, and H denote the point on the front-surface

where the laser beam is focused, the point on the direction of

refraction at a distance n from O, and the orthogonal projec-

tion of M on [OP], respectively (see Fig. 3). VC is the veloc-

ity of the compressional waves in the medium and the square

brackets stand for distances between internal points. Boun-

daries xmin
2

and xmax
2

represent thresholds after which H no

longer belongs to [OP], i.e., positions of M where H and O
are superimposed and where H and P are superimposed,

respectively.
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